Introduction
We discuss the relations among various combinatorial conjectures, to wit: I. A conjecture of J. Dinitz on partial Latin squares, closely related to a conjecture of N. Alon and M. Tarsi on Latin squares.
II. A conjecture of the second author on the nonvanishing property of a certain straightening coefficient in the supersymmetric bracket algebra. This conjecture is motivated by the author's program of extending invariant theory by the use of supersymmetric variables.
III. A conjecture of the second author on the exchange property satisfied by sets of bases of a vector space (or more general, for bases of a matroid).
IV. A conjecture of J. Kahn which generalizes Dinitz's conjecture, as well as conjecture III.
We begin by discussing Dinitz's conjecture. Recall that a partial Latin square of order n is an n x n array of symbols with the property that no symbol appears more than once in any row or column. While a graduate student at Ohio State University, Jeff Dinitz proposed the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 (Dinitz, 1978) . Associate to each pair (i, j) where 1 <i, j<n a set S, of size n. Then there exists a partial Latin square (aij)lGi,jan with aijESij for all pairs (i,j).
